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Abstract— This paper considers designing safe controllers
with guaranteed performance for continuous-time systems un-
der state constraints. While existing safe control frameworks
mainly ignore the performance of the controller, and existing
optimal control frameworks ignore the safety of the controller,
the presented approach brings the best of the two worlds of
safe control design and optimal control design together. To
this end, a novel safe policy iteration algorithm is presented
that iteratively finds an optimal controller while certifying the
safety of the improved control policy at each iteration. To avoid
solving a Hamilton-Jacobi Bellman (HJB) equality for finding
the optimal control policy, which does not guarantee safety, an
HJB inequality is solved that can be integrated with barrier
certificates to verify the safety of the control policy. Sum-of-
Squares program is employed to implement the presented policy
iteration algorithms and thus iteratively find a safe control
solution with guaranteed performance. A simulation example
is provided to verify the effectiveness of the proposed approach.

Index Terms— Optimal Safe Control, Systems Under State
Constraints, HJB Equality, Sum-of-Squares Program.

I. Introduction
With the ever-increasing demand for building the next-

generation safety-critical systems that can safely interact with
their environment (e.g., self-driving cars or assistive robots),
there is an urgent need for developing safe controllers that
respect systems constraints. Safety, however, is the bare
minimum requirement for any safety-critical system, and
it is mainly desired to design controllers that also satisfy
desired performance specifications. Performance guarantee
can be provided by solving an optimal control problem
for which a pre-defined cost function is optimized. Despite
the importance of designing safe optimal controllers, state-
feedback safe control design and optimal control design
are typically separated in the literature. This gap motivates
this paper to develop safe controllers with a performance
guarantee over a long horizon.

A. Related work

Finding optimal feedback controllers for general nonlin-
ear systems requires solving the so-called Hamilton-Jacobi-
Bellman (HJB) equations. Several results are presented to
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approximate solutions to HJB equations using Galerkin
method [1] and neural networks [2]–[8]. However, system
state constraints are not incorporated when solving HJB
equations. Optimal control of systems with state constraints
using Pontryagin’s minimum principle [9] has also been
widely considered. Nevertheless, solutions are usually com-
puted in open-loop form which lack robustness and might
be computationally infeasible to be implemented online.
A state-feedback solution for constraint optimal control is
provided in [10]. Although elegant, it is limited to linear
systems and input constraints.

Model predictive control (MPC) [11] takes into account
the system constraints while optimizing a performance func-
tion. However, since MPC uses short-horizon performance
functions, it results in myopic control strategies for which it
is hard to guarantee stability and feasibility of the solution.
Optimal control of constrained systems using penalty func-
tions in the performance function has also been considered
[12]. However, these methods can only handle limited types
of sate constraints (e.g. linear constraints). Reference gover-
nor [13] let the system apply a nominal performance-oriented
control policy and modify the control action whenever it is
not safe. This framework, however, does not consider safety
in the design phase and the corrective controller can keep
intervene with the nominal controller and jeopardize the
system performance.

On the other hand, safety verification and safe control
design using barrier certificate and control barrier function
has also been widely and successfully employed to guarantee
satisfaction of system’s constraints [14]–[21]. Since safety
and stability might be conflicting, in [22] a slag variable is
added to the stability condition to relax stability and prioritize
safe when needed. However, stability only guarantees asymp-
totic target reaching and does not guarantee an acceptable
transient response for the system. Barrier certificate and
optimal control are combined in [23]–[25] to find optimal
safe controllers. However, the optimisation is over a finite
horizon and must be solved for every initial condition to
find the entire optimal state and input trajectories. To our
knowledge, state-feedback safe optimal control design over
a long horizon in the design phase is not considered in the
literature.

B. Contributions and Outline

In this paper, designing state-feedback safe controllers
with guaranteed performance for systems under state con-
straints is considered. A novel safe policy iteration algorithm



is presented that guarantees safety and performance during
the design phase. The proposed policy iteration algorithm
consists of two main parts: 1) a policy evaluation step that
finds the value function corresponding to a safe policy and 2)
a policy improvement step that finds a policy with improved
performance for which its safety is verified by incorporating
a control barrier function. Possible conflict between safety
and stability is taken into account and the conflict is min-
imized at each iteration. To guarantee performance, a HJB
inequality is solved, and is integrated with barrier certificate
to assure safety. Sum-of-Squares program is employed to
iteratively find an optimal safe control solution. A simula-
tion example is provided to verify the effectiveness of the
proposed approach.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 formulates the problem and introduces some
basic results regarding nonlinear optimal control. Section 3
presents a novel safe optimal framework. Section 4 provides
numerical examples to validate the efficiency and effective-
ness of the proposed method.

C. Notations

Let C1 denote the set of all continuously differentiable
functions. Then, P denotes the set of all functions in C1 that
are also positive definite and proper. A polynomial ppxq is an
Sum-of-Squares (SOS) polynomial, i.e, ppxq P PS OS where
PS OS is a set of SOS polynomial, if ppxq “

řm
1 p2

i pxq where
pipxq P P , i “ 1, 2, ...,m. The function K : Rn Ñ R is an
extended classK function if it is a strictly increasing function
and Kp0q “ 0. ∇V refers to the gradient of a function V :
Rn Ñ R. The Lie derivative of function h with respect to f
is defined as L f hpxq “ Bh

Bx f pxq. Moreover, ‖u‖R “ uT Ru.

II. PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

This section presents preliminary results on stability, safety
and optimality of control systems. The problem of optimal
safe control design is then formulated.

A. Optimal Control of Dynamical Systems

Consider the nonlinear system
9x “ f pxq ` gpxqu (1)

where x P Rn is the vector of system states, u P Rm is the
vector of control inputs, and f : Rn Ñ Rn and g : Rn Ñ

Rnˆm are both locally Lipschitz continuous with f p0q “ 0.
We assume that the system is stabilizable.

The common objective in standard optimal control design
is to find a control policy that minimizes a predefined
performance index over the trajectories of the system (1)
defined as

Jpx0, uq “
ż 8

0
rpxptq, uptqqdt (2)

where rpx, uq “ qpxq`uT Ru is the reward function, with qpxq
as a positive-definite function, and R as a symmetric-positive-
definite matrix. The reward function rpx, uq is defined such
that optimizing (2) guarantees achieving the designer’s inten-
tion (e.g. minimize the control effort or achieve a desirable
transient response) as well as system’s stability. Existence

of a stabilizing optimal solution is guaranteed under mild
assumptions on the system dynamics and the reward function
(see [19]).

Assumption 1. Consider the system (1). There exists a
Lyapunov function V P P and a feedback control policy
u, such that
LpV, uq “ ´pL f Vpxq `LgVpxquq ´ rpx, uq ě 0 @x P Rn

This assumption guarantees the stability of the system and
is satisfied for stabilizing systems.

Theorem 1. [9, Theorem 10.1.2] Consider the system (1)
with the performance function (2). Suppose that there exists
a positive semi-definite function V˚pxq P C1 that satisfies the
Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation given as

HpV˚q “ 0
where

HpVq “ qpxq `L f Vpxq (3)

´
1
4
LgVpxqR´1pLgVpxqqT .

Then, the feedback control

u˚pxq “
1
2

R´1pLgV˚pxqqT pxq (4)

optimizes the performance index (2) and achieves asymptotic
stability of the equilibrium x “ 0. Moreover, the optimal
value function is given by

V˚px0q “ min
u

Jpx0, uq “ Jpx0, u˚q, @x0 P R
n

Theorem 1 shows that to find an optimal control solution,
one needs to solve the HJB equation (3). Policy iteration
algorithms are presented to iteratively solve this HJB equa-
tion [22]. However, there is no safety guarantees for existing
policy iteration algorithms.

B. Control Barrier Functions for Safe Control of Dynamical
Systems

In a safety critical system, it is of vital importance for the
system to prevent its state starting from any initial condition
X0 from entering some certain unsafe regions Xu P X. To
design a safe controller, control barrier functions (CBFs),
inspired by control Lyapunov function, can be used. Consider
the nonlinear system (1) and let there exist a function h :
Rn Ñ R such that

hpxq ě 0, @x P X0

hpxq ă 0,@x P Xu (5)
Define

` “ tx P X | hpxq ě 0u (6)
where X is the set of allowable states. Then, h is called a
Zeroing CBF (ZCBF) if there exists a extended class function
K P K that satisfies

sup
uPU
tL f hpxq `Lghpxqu` Kphpxqqu ě 0,@x P X (7)

Having a ZCBF hpxq, the admissible control space S pxq is
defined as

S pxq “ tu P U | L f hpxq



`Lghpxqu` Kphpxqq ě 0u,@x P X (8)
The following theorem shows how to design a controller
using the ZCBF concept to guarantee that the safe set l is
forward invariant and thus the system is safe.

Assumption 2. The admissible control space S pxq is
nonempty.

Remark 1. Assumption 1 is satisfied if there is a stabilizing
controller and Assumption 2 is satisfied if there is a safe
controller. Assumption 1 is standard for any control system
design and Assumption 2 is standard for safe control design
(see for example [22]). These two Assumption are not
necessarily in conflict. But if safety and stability cannot be
satisfied simultaneously at some region of the state space,
it is standard (see [22] for example) to sacrifice on stability
momentarily to guarantee safety.

Theorem 2. [26] Given a set ` Ă Rn defined in (6) and
a ZCBF h defined in (7), any controller u P S pxq for the
system (1) renders the safe set ` forward invariant.

Conditions (5) and (7) guarantee that if the system starts
from any initial condition @x P X0 within the safe set, its
future trajectories will not enter the unsafe region Xu. This
is because the condition (7) makes the safe set l invariant.

C. Safe Optimal Control: A Novel Framework

While an optimal controller designed based on the solution
to the HJB (3) guarantees performance, it cannot assure
safety. On the other hand, the control designed based on the
CBF satisfying (8) guarantees safety but might result in a
poor performance. Safety is the bare minimum requirement
in the next-generation safety-critical systems. To bring the
best of the both worlds together, in this section, we aim to
design stabilizing safe controllers that provide a guaranteed
performance within the volume of the certified safe area. It is
well known that solving the HJB equation (3) without even
considering constraints is hard and requires approximating
the optimal solution. Iterative policy iteration algorithms are
designed to solve the HJB equations without constraints
[27]–[29]. Considering safety constrains, however, makes
existing policy iteration algorithms invalid, as they cannot
guarantee safety. In this paper, to find a safe control policy
with guaranteed performance, we first relax solving the opti-
mal control problem by solving an HJB inequality instead of
the HJB equation (3). This allows us to obtain a suboptimal
solution to the minimization problem (2) subject to (1).
This formulation also allows us to include safety constraints
satisfaction by including a CBF as another inequality to be
satisfied. The relaxed optimal control problem for the system
(1) with the performance (2) is first reviewed as follows.

min
V

ż

Ω

Vpxqdx (9)

s.t. HpVq ď 0
V P P

where HpVq is defined as (3), and Ω Ă Rn is an arbitrary
compact set containing the origin. Problem 1 actually solves
a relaxed version of the HJB (3) in which the the HJB
equality is relaxed with HJB inequality. It is shown in [27]
that the solution to Problem 1 is unique and if V˚ is a
solution to (9), then,

up “ ´
1
2

R´1pLgVpxq˚qT (10)

guarantees stability and V˚ can be viewed as an upper
bound or an overestimate of the actual cost. The superscript
p is used here to denote that up is a performance-
oriented controller. This control policy, however, does
not certify safety of the system. Using this relax optimal
control formulation, we now propose the following
optimization framework in which both performance and
safety are considered. The safety is guaranteed by adding
a CBF inequality to the relaxed optimal control problem
formulation. The proposed safe optimization (7) is given by:

Problem 1 (Safe Optimal Control): find a controller
that solves

min
ż

Ω

Vdx` Kδδ
2

s.t. HpVq ď δ

L f hpxq `Lghpxqu` Kphpxqq ě 0
where Ω is the area in which system performance is
expected to be improved, Kδ ą 0 is a design parameter
that trades off between the system’s aggressiveness toward
performance and safety, and δ is a stability relaxation factor.

Note that δ can be interpreted by the aspiration level
for the performance that shows how much we sacrifice the
performance when both safety and performance cannot be
satisfied together. This parameter, however, is minimized to
get as much performance as possible.

Theorem 3. Under Assumptions 1 and 2, the Safe Optimiza-
tion Problem 1 has a feasible solution.

Proof: Based on Assumption 2, a safe control policy u
exists. Let’s write this control policy as u “ up`usa f e where
up “ ´ 1

2 R´1pLgVpxq˚qT is part of the controller that is used
to optimize the performance without concerning safety, and
is given by (10), and usa f e is added to up to guarantee safety.
Then,

HpV˚q “ qpxq `L f V˚pxq ´
1
4
LgV˚pxqR´1pLgV˚pxqqT

“ L f V˚ `LgV˚up ` rpx, upq

“ L f V˚ `LgV˚u` rpx, uq ´LgV˚usa f e

` upRup ´ uT Ru

“ L f V˚ `LgV˚u` rpx, uq ´
∥∥∥usa f e

∥∥∥2
R

while up is stabilizing. If adding the safe controller usa f e

violates stability at some points, u might not be stable for
the entire region of attraction, i.e., L f V˚`LgV˚u`rpx, uq ă
0 might not be satisfied at some points in the region of
attraction. By choosing an appropriate slack variable δpxq,



to compensate for the conflict between safety and stability,
however, one has

HpV˚q ´ δ “ L f V˚ `LgV˚u` rpx, uq ´
∥∥∥usa f e

∥∥∥2
R ´ δ ď 0

for some δ, which is generally a function of x. On the other
hand, since u is safe, based on the converse control barrier
Lyapunov (CBL) theorem, there exits a barrier certificate
hpxq satisfying

L f hpxq `Lghpxqu` Kphpxqq ě 0
This completes the proof.

Solving this optimization problem is non-trivial in general.
If both HJB inequality and CBL inequality constraints are
restricted to SOS constraints, SOS programs can be used
to significantly reduce the computational burden in finding
a solution to this optimization problem. However, since
HpVq is bilinear in V , it makes the optimization problem
hard or even impossible to solve using SOS. Therefore,
we propose a safe policy iteration algorithm that iterates
on a Bellman inequality, which is linear in V , instead
of directly solving for HpVq ď δ. Using this Bellman
inequality, a policy evaluation step that will find the value
function V i corresponding to a safe control policy ui and
a policy improvement step will find an improved policy
ui`1 for which its safety is certified by adding the CBF
inequality. We assume that an initial safe control policy u0

is given, which can be found by a control policy that only
satisfies the stability without any concern about optimality.
To evaluate a given policy ui .i.e, to find the value function
V i corresponding to it, the following policy evaluation step
is proposed.

Safe policy evaluation step: Given a safe control policy
ui , find V i and δi that solve the following optimization
problem

min
V i,δi

ż

Ω

V idx` Kδδ
2
i

LpV i, uiq “ ´L f V i ´LgV iui ´ rpx, uiq ě ´δi,@x P Rn

(11)

V i´1 ´ V i ě 0

In terms of SOS, this optimization problem is transformed
into

min
V i,hi

ż

Ω

V idx` Kδδ
2
i (12)

LpV i, uiq ` δi is S OS @x P Rn

V i´1 ´ V i is S OS

In the policy evaluation step (12), the value function
corresponding to a given policy is found while minimizing
the relaxation factor δi. Note that since a safe control policy
ui might not necessarily be stabilizing, therefore LpV i, uiq

might not be positive semidefinite. Once the value function
V i is found, the following policy improvement step finds an
improved certified control policy.

To find an improved policy, we use the stationarity con-

dition bellow [9]
ui`1 “ argmin

u
LpV i, uq (13)

which hints at a sufficient condition for global minimality of
the Bellman equation and take into account satisfaction of
the CBF when improving the policy. Note that the Bellman
equation can be written as

LpV i, ui`1q “ ´L f V i ´LgV iui`1 ´ rpx, ui`1q

“ ´pL f V i `LgV ipupqi`1qq

´ rpx, pupqi`1q `
∥∥∥usa f e

∥∥∥2
R

(14)
where u “ up ` usa f e. Minimizing the term
´pL f V i ` LgV ipupqi`1q ´ rpx, pupqi`1q using stationarity
condition results in pupqi`1 “ ´ 1

2 R´1pLgVpxqiqT . Therefore,
minimizing

∥∥∥usa f e
∥∥∥

R as the second term while setting
ui`1 “ usa f e ´ 1

2 R´1pLgVpxqiqT optimizes the performance.
Since the controller must certify safety constraint, the
CBL inequality must also be considered. This leads to the
following policy improvement step.

Safe policy improvement step: Given a value function V i

find a certified improved control policy ui`1 by solving the
following optimization problem

min
hi`1,usa f e,Z

∥∥∥pusa f eq
∥∥∥2 (15)

ui`1 “ usa f e ´
1
2

R´1pLgV iqT , @x P Rn

L f hi`1 `Lghi`1ui`1 ` Zhi`1pxq is S OS

Z is S OS

Note that the safe policy improvement step (15) finds a
safe controller that has minimum intervention with the
performance-driven controller. The SOS program (15) in-
volves bilinear decision variables. Therefore, to perform the
policy improvement step, one needs to split it into several
smaller SOS programs, which leads to an iterative search
algorithm that first fixes hi`1 and finds usa f e and Z, and then
fixes usa f e and Z and finds hi`1.

Algorithm 1 presents the proposed policy iteration
algorithm. Theorem 4 shows that Algorithm 1 finds a safe
improved policy at every stops and stops if no further
improvement can be achieved.

Algorithm 1: Safe policy Iteration
1: procedure
2: Initialization: Start with a safe and possibly conservative

control policy
3: Step 1 (Safe Policy Evaluation): Fix the control policy ui

and solve (11) for V i

4: Step 2 (Safe Policy Improvement): Repeat the following
sub-steps until a stopping condition is met

5: Step 2.1. Fix V i and hi`1 and solve (15) for usa f e and Z
6: Step 2.2. Fix V i, usa f e and Z and solve (15) for hi`1.
7: Repeat Steps 1 and 2 until it converges.
8: end procedure

Theorem 4. Consider the dynamical control system (1)
and Let Assumptions 1 and 2 be satisfied. Let Algorithm 1



start from a safe control policy u0 with a value function Vo.
Then, the performance improves in each iteration and ui is
safe for all i.

Proof: The safe policy evaluation step in Algorithm
1 is conditioned on V i´1 ´ V i ě 0 and searches among
policies that are stabilizing as much as possible and maxi-
mizing the performance. Moreover, based on (14) the policy
improvement step in Algorithm 1 minimizes ´pL f V i `

LgV ipupqi`1q ´ rpx, pupqi`1q using the stationarity condition
which results in up “ ´ 1

2 R´1pLgV iqT . Therefore, mini-
mizing

∥∥∥usa f e
∥∥∥ as the second term while setting ui`1 “

usa f e ´ 1
2 R´1pLgV iqT , as performed in policy improvement

step of Algorithm 1, optimizes the performance in each
iteration. Since the CBL inequality is also considered while
finding an improved policy, the safety of the improved policy
is guaranteed while the intervention of the safe control part
with the performance is minimized by minimizing usa f e. This
completes the proof.

D. Simulation results
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed approach, a

simulation example is considered in this section.

Example 1. consider an autonomous dynamical system as
follows

„

9x1
9x2



“

„

x2 ` 0.6x2
2 ` 0.4u2

´x1 ` x2 ` x2
1x2 ` 0.6u1 ` 0.4u2



where x “ rx1, x2s and u are the state and control of
the system. The unsafe area is encoded with polynomial
inequalities Xu “ tx P R2|tipxq ă 0, i “ 1, 2, 3u where

t1 “ ´0.5` px1 ` 2q2 ` px2 ` 2q2 ă 0

t2 “ ´0.5` px1 ` 3q2 ` px2 ´ 1.5q2 ă 0

t3 “ ´0.5` px1 ´ 3q2 ` px2 ´ 1q2 ă 0
To find an initial policy to start with, using SOS-related
techniques presented in [30], the following robust stabilizing
control policy is used.

u1 “

„

u1
1

u1
2



“

„

8.316x1 ` 11.295x2
´8.2x1 ´ 1.331x2



Our control objective is to find improved safe control policies
using the proposed safe policy iteration algorithm. By solving
the following feasibility problem using SOS-TOOLS

V P R (16)

LpV1, u1q is S OS

we obtain the value function corresponding to (16) as

V1 “ 1.343x2
1 ` 0.5155x1x2 ` 1.1152x2

2

The control policy found by the proposed algorithm is

u1˚
1 pxq “ ´0.00427x3

1 ´ 0.000728x2
1x2 ` 0.071x2

1

´ 0.121x1x2
2 ` 0.0428x1x2 ´ 0.166x1

´ 0.0362x3
2 ´ 0.0535x2

2 ´ 1.931x2

u1˚
2 pxq “ ´0.00549x3

1 ´ 0.00891x2
1x2 ´ 0.086x2

1

` 0.0049x1x2
2 ´ 0.1079x1x2 ´ 1.556x1

´ 0.0387x3
2 ´ 0.0496x2

2 ´ 2.777x2

Fig. 1. The estimated safe region using the proposed optimal safe controller

Moreover, the safe set is

` “ tx P R2|hpxq ě 0u
where

hpxq “ 0.588´ 0.066x2
1 ´ 0.0476x1 ´ 0.121x2

´ 0.0274x1x2 ´ 0.025x2
2

Note that the safe set if not know a priori and is a subset
of the complementary set of the unsafe area. That is, the
safe set must not only be in the complementary set of the
unsafe set be should also be invariant in the sense that it
never leaves the set in the future. The safe set is found using
the CBF hpxq. Note that the barrier certificate is restricted
to be second order polynomial. The estimated safe sets for
the initial control policy and the optimal control policy are
illustrated in Figure 1.

The state trajectories of the system for both proposed
safe optimal control policy, and safe control using CBF are
shown in Figure 2 and Figures 3. One can observes that the
performance of the proposed controller is significantly better
than the safe controller designed based on only CBF.

III. Conclusion

A safe optimization is proposed for control of dynamics
systems under state constraints. To guarantee performance
and safety, a Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) inequality re-
places the HJB equality and a safe policy iteration algorithm
is presented that certifies the safety of the improved policy
and finds a value function corresponding to it. SOS is
then used to implement the proposed safe policy iteration
algorithm. Simulation examples verify the effectiveness of
the proposed safe algorithm.
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